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A strategic framework for reaching 
and influencing policymakers in the 
new reality

Public Affairs and COVID-19



Public affairs practitioners need a framework for 
understanding where policy influencers are, how to reach 
them and their capacity and appetite to receive certain 
messages during these stages of mobility.

This year has brought a host of unprecedented challenges and 
situations the majority of us have never even considered. One of those 
challenges is the crippling hit to our day-to-day mobility. As we have 
already seen, mobility during a global pandemic has been extremely 
restricted in the immediate aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
greatly affecting the once measured and somewhat predictable 
practice of public affairs in DC.

Over the next six to twelve months, we will likely vacillate between 
stages of extreme restriction and relatively open mobility as COVID-19 
cases and hospital capacity !luctuate.

Like the course of the pandemic and its impacts thus far, it is 
impossible to predict the next six to twelve months and how much 
mobility there may or may not be inside-the-beltway. State and local 
government decisions, !luctuations in the number of COVID-19 cases, 
deaths, hospitalizations, seasonal impacts on the spread of the virus, 
and the ability to re-open schools and childcare facilities all put us in a 
state of !lux–moving rapidly between varying states of mobility.

As we shift back and forth between complete social distancing, 
limited mobility and even towards a future where work and mobility 
has changed more permanently, we can use frameworks to adapt 
our strategies and tactics for communicating with policymakers and 
in!luencing policy and regulatory shifts.

Our mobility framework 
will help practitioners 
accomplish the following:

Understand how COVID-19 
mobility restrictions impact 
policy in!luencers’ habits.

Establish a rule of thumb 
for evaluating and shifting 
public affairs tactics based 
on COVID-related mobility 
restrictions.

Drill down to advertising 
recommendations for 
effectively reaching policy 
in!luencers based on 
differing media consumption 
patterns during periods of 
restricted mobility.
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The coronavirus pandemic has altered the way of life 
for individuals across the globe, including policymakers 
and in!luencers in Washington. The following scenarios 
outline key elements of life that have and will continue to 
change based on our level of mobility. 3

COVID-Related 
Mobility Scenarios
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Typical Mobility Limited Mobility Complete Social Distancing

Location Known location for large chunk of 
day (work location known) 

Heavy telework (work location 
dispersed and unknown)

Strict telework (work location dispersed 
and unknown)

Commute Regular commutes (metro, car, bus) Minimal commute, but some car use No commute

Travel Unrestricted (air, train, car) Restricted (minimal) Restricted (virtually none)

News Coverage Broad news coverage on variety of 
topics/issues

Limited news coverage (COVID, 
reopening, economic recovery, 

related issues)
News coverage saturated by COVID and 

economic recovery

Congressional 
Issue Set

Broad issue set in Congress/
Administration

Limited issue set in Congress/
Administration, no movement 

beyond COVID/economy due to 
election

Legislative/Administration agenda 
consumed by COVID and recovery

Election/
Campaign 

Activity
Regular and robust campaign 

activities
Limited in-person, retail 

campaigning No in-person, retail campaigning
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Mobility scenarios have direct impact on the strategies 
and tactics we use to in!luence policy decisions. The 
following table outlines considerations for public affairs 
activities based on the three mobility scenarios.
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How Mobility 
Informs Strategy
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Typical Mobility Limited Mobility Complete Social Distancing

Advertising

Healthy mix of advertising channels and 
targeting tactics reinforces message 

where audience commutes, works and 
lives based on known locations and 

varied consumption habits. 

Heavy digital tactics and limited 
broadcast and streaming tactics 

reinforce message to audience 
based on their interests and 

behaviors rather than location.

Saturate digital and streaming 
channels to reach audience based on 
interests and behaviors. No location-

based or commute-based advertising.

Earned
Broad coverage of various issues allows 
for proactive and reactive efforts to get 

ink across media.

Coverage limited to COVID fallout 
and economic impact limits earned 

efforts to reactive efforts. Some 
room for priming media to address 

future related issues.

Earned efforts limited to COVID 
response and economic impact on 

industries and individual companies.

Grassroots

Boots-on-the-ground and digital 
recruitment of advocates ensure robust 
and varied  grassroots activations from 
letter writing campaigns to in-person 

lobby days. 

Grassroots activities limited to 
digital recruitment and activation 

on a broader set of issues.

Grassroots activities limited to 
digital recruitment and activation 

on issues with a strong tie to COVID. 
Opportunity to keep advocates 

engaged with non-Congressional 
COVID-related activities (e.g., 

pledges, messages to healthcare 
workers).
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Typical Mobility Limited Mobility Complete Social Distancing

Events
Highly produced, in-person events take 
priority over digital events, which are 

seen as lower quality, missable. 

Well planned, but conversational 
digital events continue to have 
traction. In-person salon events 

could begin again.

Digital events space becomes crowded 
and requires constant evolution. 

Audiences will respond to unexpected 
conversations and contention moreso 
than before. Video assets and other 

post-event content can extend the legs 
of digital events for people who choose 

not to attend in real-time.

Thought 
Leadership 

(Owned 
Content)

Media, policymakers and in!luencers 
expect and accept role of executive 

or brand voice as industry/corporate 
cheerleader.

Executives and brand voices must 
shift to highlight not just corporate 

or industry efforts, but clearly 
de!ine company or industry’s role 

in success and preparing for future 
issues.

Executive or brand must position itself 
as a problem solver and convener—no 
longer enough to highlight company or 

industry efforts.

Lobbying
Face-to-face meetings and meals 

prevail for a broad set of issues under 
consideration in Congress. Lobbying faces 
competition from normal campaign cycle. 

Congressional staff will take video 
and phone calls on a limited set 
of issues. Lobbying will compete 

for time and attention with other 
issues.

Lobbying extremely limited to COVID 
and economic recovery. Congressional 

of!ices inundated with casework.
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Mobility has direct impact on our public affairs 
strategies. It also changes the set of advertising tactics 
that are most effective in reaching policymakers.
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How Mobility Informs 
Advertising Tactics
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Typical Mobility Limited Mobility Complete Social Distancing

Print x

Out of Home x

TV x x x

Radio x x

Digital/Social x x x

Location/
Geofence x

Contextual x x x

Interest/
Behavior x x x

Streaming 
(Connected 
TV, Spotify)

x x x

Podcasts x x
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